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Summary
Growing evidence supports the view that enzymatic
activity results from a subtle interplay between chem-
ical kinetics and molecular motions. A systematic
analysis is performed here to delineate the type and
level of coupling between catalysis and conforma-
tional mechanics. The dynamics of a set of 98 en-
zymes representative of different EC classes are ana-
lyzed with the Gaussian network model (GNM) and
compared with experimental data. In more than 70%
of the examined enzymes, the global hinge centers
predicted by the GNM are found to be colocalized with
the catalytic sites experimentally identified. Low
translational mobility (<7%) is observed for the cata-
lytic residues, consistent with the fine-tuned design
of enzymes to achieve precise mechanochemical
activities. Ligand binding sites, while closely neigh-
boring catalytic sites, enjoy a moderate flexibility to
accommodate the ligand binding. These findings
could serve as additionalcriteria for assessing drug
binding residues and could lessen the computational
burden of substrate docking searches.
Introduction
Understanding the relationship between protein struc-
ture and biochemical function is of utmost importance
for effective design or inhibition of proteins. Despite the
rapidly increasing number of known structures and the
advances in techniques for probing activity, relatively
few studies have systematically investigated the con-
nection between catalytic function and conformational
dynamics. While several groups have examined the
molecular dynamics of individual enzymes, only re-
cently has conformational dynamics been recognized
as a mechanism supporting catalytic activity (Benkovic
and Hammes-Schiffer, 2003; Daniel et al., 2002; Diaz et
al., 2003; Luo and Bruice, 2004; Ringe and Petsko,
2004; Tousignant and Pelletier, 2004; Agarwal et al.,
2004; Eisenmesser et al., 2002; Clark, 2004; Kohen et
al., 1999; Wolf-watz et al., 2004).
Thornton and collaborators recently created a data
set (CATRES) in which structural and physicochemical
data on 615 catalytic residues have been compiled
(Bartlett and Thornton, 2002). The catalytic residues in
the data set were defined according to well-defined cri-
teria and experimental data reported for 176 nonhomol-*Correspondence: bahar@ccbb.pitt.eduogous enzymes. Properties compiled in CATRES in-
clude amino acid type, secondary structure, solvent
accessibility, flexibility, conservation, and quaternary
structure and function. In particular, the low temper-
ature factors of catalytic residues, along with their pre-
ferred coiled conformations, are discussed. Using a
neural network algorithm and spatial clustering, Thorn-
ton and coworkers could predict the catalytic site with
an accuracy rate of 69% for a number of test enzymes
(Gutteridge et al., 2003). More recently, a new resource,
the Catalytic Site Atlas (CSA) (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/
thornton-srv/databases/CSA/), was made available by
the same group (Porter et al., 2004). The CSA contains
both the hand-curated CATRES entries and homolo-
gous entries generated by multiple sequence align-
ments and covers about 27% of the enzyme structures
deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et
al., 2000).
Recently, Ma and coworkers have brought attention
to the possibility of accurately describing protein dy-
namics in the absence of amino acid sequence and
atomic coordinates (Ming et al., 2002a, 2002b). The
main point is to take rigorous account of the protein
architecture, described by the interresidue contact to-
pology, through using an elastic network (EN) formalism
(Bahar et al., 1997; Atilgan et al., 2001). This and other
studies based on EN models lend support to the view
that proteins possess mechanical characteristics
uniquely defined by their particular architecture, re-
gardless of their chemical properties. It also raises
other questions. To what extent are these structure-
induced mechanical properties functional? Is there
any coupling between conformational mechanics and
chemical activity? Can we identify potentially functional
residues by merely examining the enzyme dynamics?
We present here the results from a set of 98 nonre-
dundant, nonhomologous enzymes, 24 of which are in-
hibitor bound enzymes extracted from the PDB (Set 1;
Table 1), and 74 of which are monomeric enzymes
taken from CATRES (Set 2). Set 1 provides information
on 104 catalytic residues and 159 ligand binding resi-
dues. Set 2 provides information on 253 catalytic res-
idues.
Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of mean square
(ms) fluctuations, as exhibited by the experimental tem-
perature factors, for all residues (Figure 1A), catalytic
residues (Figure 1B), and ligand binding residues (Fig-
ure 1C) in this set, as well as the distribution of
these enzymes among the six EC classes (Figure 1D).
The B factors scale with ms fluctuations as Bi =
8π2 <(Ri)2 >/3, where 1 % i % N refers to the residue
position along the sequence. We already note upon
comparison of Figures 1A and 1B that catalytic resi-
dues tend to have smaller fluctuations compared to the
behavior of average residues. The origin of this beha-
vior will be clarified below by examining the involve-
ment of active sites in the collective motions predicted
by an EN model, the Gaussian network model (GNM)
(Bahar et al., 1997).
Hinge-bending flexibility has been pointed out in sev-
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894Table 1. Correlation between Functional Sites from Experiments and Computations
Experimental Datac Theoretical Resultsd,e
PDBa Protein Name Sizeb Catalytic Res. Ligand Binding Res. Key Mechanical Res. Odds Ratio
10GS Human glutathione 2 × 209 7, 8, 13, 38, 44, A, B: 8, 10, 13, 38, 51, A, B: 47–50 6.4
S-transferase P1-1 51, 52, 64, 65, 52, 64, 65, 98, 108
98
1A16 Aminopeptidase P 440 260, 271, 354, 350, 354, 361, 404 168–181 4.2
361, 383, 406
1A30 HIV-1 protease 2 × 99 A25, A30, B25 A27, A29, A48–A50, B23, A, B: 25–28, 47–54 4.2
B81, B84
1A3B Human α-thrombin heavy 245 + 14 57, 195 57, 60A, 60D, 189, 95–102, 121–123, 132–138, 2.1
chain 194,195, 215, 219 158–176, 198–208, 212–
220, 221–228
1A42 Human carbonic 260 64, 92, 94, 96, 64, 92, 106, 131, 198, 44–53, 142–148, 186–191, 2.3
anhydrase II 119 199, 200, 202 210–215, 243–245
1A47 CGTase 683 101, 141, 228, 197, 371 131–148, 247–262, 496–510 3.1
230, 258, 328,
329
1A5I Plasminogen activator 244 57, 102, 156, 194, 57 90–105, 120–123, 135–141, 2.8
195 155–161, 183–192, 194–
209
1A5V Asv integrase 54–199 64, 121, 157 62, 119, 154, 155, 158 62–67, 76–82, 153–158 5.4
1AEC Actinidin 218 25 19 ,24, 26, 66, 68, 69, 7–19, 113–115 5.6
162
1AL8 Glycolate oxidase 359 24, 108, 129, 257 24, 108, 129, 161, 254, 80–106, 150–161, 225–258 2.4
257
1ARZ E. coli dihydrodi- 4 × 273 B–D: 159, 160, B–D: 12, 13, 16, 17, 34, A, B: 134–195, 197–239; C, .61
picolinate reductase 163 39, 81, 84, 88, 102, D: 147–164, 189–216
104, 127, 129, 163,
169, 170
1B3N β-ketoacyl carrier protein 412 163, 398–401 107, 108, 111, 163, 193, 41–56, 145–219 3.6
synthase 198, 202, 303, 340,
342, 398–401
1B6A Methionine 110–478 231 219, 328, 331, 339, 340, 163–271, 363–381, 445–462 2.4
aminopeptidase 2 376, 444, 447
1BGQ N-terminal domain of 214 40, 44, 79, 80, 84, 34, 44, 79, 83, 124, 171 27–42, 82–93, 127–141, 1.4
yeast Hsp90 92, 93, 98, 123, 149–165
124, 171, 173
1BH6 Subtilisin DY 275 32, 64, 221 64, 99–101, 125– 127, 20–26, 122–126, 204–207, 2.15
155, 221 214–217
1BVV Endo-1,4-xylanase 185 69, 78, 172 9, 80, 112, 116, 166 59–109, 128–140, 162–177 2.2
1BLC β-lactamase 31–290 70 69, 70, 234 65–72, 206–215 6.2
1BR6 Ricin 268 80, 81, 121,123, 78, 80, 81, 121, 180 14–33, 45–52, 168–180 3.3
177, 180
1BIO Complement factor D 16–243 57, 102, 195 195, 189, 214, 218 122–124, 136–153, 155–160 6.9
1BK9 Phospholipase A2 134 48, 52, 99 5, 9, 30, 45, 48, 49 3–22, 43–54, 100–111 5.0
1BXO Penicillopepsin 323 33, 213 75, 216 146–180 5.3
1CP3 Apopain 35 + 227 121, 122, 161– 64, 161, 163, 205, 207, 169–195, 261–274 1.2
165 209, 214
1CQQ Human rhinovirus 3C 180 40, 71, 145, 147 142, 143, 144, 145, 147, 61–63, 70–72, 86–89 2.9
protease 161, 165, 170
1CR6 Murine soluble epoxide 2 × 544 A, B: 333, 334, A, B: 333, 334, 465, 523 A, B: 225–241 -
hydrolase 465, 495, 523
a References: 10GS: (Oakley et al., 1997); 1A16: (Wilce et al., 1998); 1A30: (Louis et al., 1998); 1A3B: (Zdanov et al., 1993); 1A42: (Stams et al.,
1998); 1A47: (Wind et al., 1998); 1A5I: (Renatus et al., 1997); 1A5V: (Lubkowski et al., 1998); 1AEC: (Varughese et al., 1992); 1AL8: (Stenberg
and Lindqvist, 1997); 1ARZ: (Scapin et al., 1997); 1B3N: (Moche et al., 1999); 1B6A: (Liu et al., 1998); 1BGQ: (Roe et al., 1999); 1BH6:
(Eschenburg et al., 1998); 1BVV: (Sidhu et al., 1999); 1BLC: (Chen and Herzberg, 1992); 1BR6: (Yan et al., 1997); 1BIO: (Jing et al., 1998); 1BK9:
(Zhao et al., 1998); 1BXO: (Khan et al., 1998); 1CP3: (Mittl et al., 1997); 1CQQ: (Matthews et al., 1999); 1CR6: (Argiriadi et al., 1999).
b 1A3B has two subunits of 14 and 245 residues. 1A5V, 1B6A, and 1BLC PDB coordinates refer to the indicated ranges.
c Underlined residues have mobility scores < 0.10 and exhibit minima of types I–III in mode 1.
d Hinge residues with mobility scores < 0.05, at crossover between positive and negative displacements in mode 1.
e Odds ratio = p/p0 (probability of finding a catalytic residue among key mechanical sites, relative to that in all residues).eral studies to be an important mechanism that under- M
alies functional changes in protein conformations (Bahar
et al., 1998; Banks et al., 1979; Frauenfelder and Mac- t
2Mahon, 1998; Falcon and Matthews, 1999; Hirano and
Hirano, 2002; Levitt et al., 1985; Pang et al., 2003; Xiang f
set al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2003; Ma and Karplus, 1998;cCammon et al., 1976; Cregut et al., 1998; Sinha et
l., 2001). Hinge motions may be instrumental in facili-
ating ligand binding (Bahar et al., 1998; Towler et al.,
004), mediating allosteric effects (Xu et al., 2003), or
ine tuning function (Gutteridge et al., 2003). We have
hown for HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (RT), for exam-
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895Figure 1. Distribution of Residue Fluctua-
tions and Enzyme Classes in the Examined
Data Set
(A–C) Distribution of temperature (“B”)
factors for (A) all (30,419) residues in the ex-
amined data set of 93 monomeric enzymes
(Table S1 in the Supplemental Data), (B) the
324 catalytic residues of these enzymes, and
(C) the 82 ligand binding residues of the sub-
set of 19 monomeric enzymes in Set 1. The
abscissa refers to the B factors, divided into
20 intervals of equal size, and the ordinate
indicates the number of counts in each in-
terval. The original Gaussian-like distribution
of all residues is skewed toward low B
factors in the case of catalytic residues and
shows the same tendency, but to a weaker
extent, in the case of ligand binding resi-
dues. The mean values are <B> = 0.24 for
“all” residues, 0.14 for catalytic residues,
and 0.17 for inhibitor binding residues.
(D) shows the distribution of enzyme classes
(E.C.) in the observed sets of proteins.ple, that the hinge residues in the p66 palm subdomain
form a stable anchoring region about which the thumb
and fingers enjoy rotational mobility (Bahar et al., 1999).
The mechanical role of the p66 palm goes hand-in-
hand with its biochemical function, inasmuch as RT
catalyzes nucleotide addition in the p66 palm, and, not
surprisingly, RT inhibitors bind the palm to interfere with
the global motions (Temiz and Bahar, 2002).
We focus here on the low-frequency motions, also
called global motions (as opposed to local motions
subject to high-frequency modes), and ask if or how the
global dynamics and enzymatic function are correlated.
The dominant role of the slow modes in effectuating the
functional motions has been suggested in early normal
mode analyses (NMAs) (see, for example, Karplus and
McCammon, 1983; Go et al., 1983) and has been con-
firmed in many studies (e.g., Tama et al., 2000; Kitao
and Go, 1999). The present study demonstrates that
catalytic residues tend to be positioned near key
mechanical sites (hinges, anchoring points) that are
uniquely defined for particular architectures. The prob-
ability of finding a catalytic residue among the key me-
chanical sites is found to be 3–4 times higher than from
a random search. The observed predisposition of en-
zymes to couple their chemical and mechanical proper-
ties holds promise for its assisting in the identification
and design of functional sites or inhibitors.
Results and Discussion
Catalytic Residues Coincide or Communicate
with Global Hinge Regions
Figure 2A displays the fluctuation profiles in the global
modes of motion for a few enzymes selected from Set1. Fluctuation profiles for the complete set of 98 en-
zymes can be accessed at http://ignm.ccbb.pitt.edu/.
The abscissa represents the residue index, and the
curve displays the distribution of residue fluctuations
(squared) in the slowest modes predicted by the GNM.
Peaks indicate the most mobile regions, and minima
are those regions anchored in space, some of which act
as global hinge residues (shown by the arrows). Global
hinge residues are at the interfaces between domains,
or clusters of residues, which move in opposite direc-
tions within the global modes. We will refer to minima
in the slow modes as key mechanical sites.
Figure 2B suggests that most of the active residues
tend to occupy minima in the fluctuation profiles. Nota-
bly, the catalytic residues preferably coincide with, or
sequentially neighbor, key mechanical sites regardless
of the enzyme function or size. Figure 2B displays the
color-coded ribbon structures corresponding to the
proteins in Figure 2A. The dark blue regions (minima in
the slow modes) point to the residues subject to the
strongest constraints in the global modes. Although
these residues are not contiguous along the sequence,
they usually cluster in space so as to consolidate the
anchor/hinge region that coordinates the global move-
ments. Examination of their structural properties and
context shows that they are not necessarily coiled re-
gions or domain linkages, but may occasionally occur
in secondary structural motifs, such as kinks in helices.
Quantitative Assessment of Mobilities
in the Global Modes
In order to make a quantitative assessment of the dy-
namics of active residues or ligand binding in relation
Structure
896Figure 2. Mobilities in the Global Modes for Example Proteins
(A) Fluctuation profiles in the global mode (k = 1) and position of catalytic and inhibitor binding residues illustrated for six enzymes from Set
1. Residues involved in catalytic function are marked with an open circle, inhibitors binding sites are marked with a closed square, and
residues serving both catalytic and inhibitor binding functions are marked with a closed circle. Arrows indicate the hinge sites.
(B) Color-coded ribbon diagrams showing the localization of inhibitors (gray ball-and-stick) near the most constrained (blue) regions. See
Table 1 for the list of chemically (from experiments) and mechanically (from computations) key residues for all ligand/inhibitor bound enzymes
in our data set.to key mechanical residues, we assigned a mobility
cscore, Mik, to each residue i in the kth mode. Mik is the
square fluctuation normalized with respect to the most c
omobile residue in the kth mode of the particular enzyme.
The highest peak in the slow mode profile of each en- F
azyme (Figure 2A) is thus assigned a mobility score of
unity, and the lowest is assigned a score of zero. Addi- p
stionally, we examined the relative mobilities along the
sequence, because a given residue may appear rigid, r
cdue to the constraints imposed on its bonded neigh-
bors. Residues that precisely lie at local minima are re- f
nferred to as key mechanical residues of type I, and their
first and second neighbors are described as types II t
dand III, respectively.The global mobility scores corresponding to the more
ollective mode among the two slowest modes were
omputed for all catalytic and inhibitor binding residues
f our data set, which led to the distributions shown in
igure 3. The scores for the individual residues can be
ccessed in the iGNM database at http://ignm.ccbb.
itt.edu/ (Yang et al., 2005a, 2005b). The distributions
hown in Figures 3A and 3B may be compared to the
espective distributions in Figures 1B and 1C. This
omparison reveals that the skewed distribution of ms
luctuations indicated by the B factors is further pro-
ounced when attention is confined to the mobilities in
he most collective modes. 78% of the catalytic resi-
ues show mobility scores below 0.10 in the slow
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(A and B) The results are shown for (A) 325 catalytic residues and
(B) 81 ligand binding residues in the examined set of 98 enzymes.
The abscissa refers to the mobility scores of the residues found in
the most collective GNM mode. The inset displays the cumulative
fraction of (A) catalytic residues and (B) inhibitor binding residues
in different ranges of mobility based on the slow modes, compared
to the cumulative fraction of catalytic residues and all residues in
all modes (see the labels).modes (66% below 0.05), as can be seen from the inset
in Figure 3A. In contrast, the same interval (<0.10) in the
B factors’ distribution (i.e., all modes) contains 43% of
catalytic residues and 25% of all residues. The insets in
Figure 3 display the cumulative percentage of catalytic
residues (Figure 3A) and inhibitor binding residues (Fig-
ure 3B) in different mobility ranges, compared to those
observed for all residues in the same mobility ranges.
We also compare the predictions from global modes,
versus all modes, which clearly demonstrates the high
propensity of catalytic residues to have low mobilities
in the global mode profiles. The low-frequency modeshapes thus provide a means of discriminating poten-
tially active sites.
The results found by averaging the scores over all
proteins are presented in Table 2. <M1>cat and <M2>cat
refer to the average behavior of catalytic residues in the
slowest modes, modes 1 and 2, and <M1>lig and
<M2>lig are their counterparts for ligand binding resi-
dues. The averages were calculated by first evaluating
an average over catalytic residues for each protein, and
then by averaging over all proteins, thereby removing
biases that arise from the different numbers of func-
tional sites per protein. These results show that the ca-
talytic residues possess highly suppressed mobilities in
the first two slowest (dominant) modes. The low mobili-
ties indicate their participation in (or close proximity to)
the key mechanical sites of the molecules. These resi-
dues are for the most part fixed/anchored in space,
while the other regions undergo motions about them.
The low mobility of the catalytic residues was already
apparent in their B factors, although this effect was less
pronounced due to the superimposition of all modes in
the B factors. Extraction of the global modes shows
that the reduced mobilities are essentially caused by
their constrained global dynamics, rather than by local
packing effects.
Table 1 compares the chemically active (catalytic and
ligand binding) residues identified in previous experi-
mental studies (columns 4 and 5) and the key mechani-
cal residues (column 6) predicted by present computa-
tions. The underlined residues in columns 4 and 5 are
those, among the experimentally reported chemically
active residues, that are indicated by the GNM to be
key mechanical sites of types I–III and which have mo-
bility scores < 0.10. The close correspondence between
chemical activity and the mechanical role is evident by
the large fraction of underlined residues. Column 6 lists
the hinge sites distinguished by mobility scores below
0.05 in the slowest mode. These residues are proposed
here to be the most critical residues, from a mechanical
point of view, that could serve as targets for interfering
with the dynamics of the enzyme.
Ligand Binding Residues Enjoy Higher Mobility
Despite Their Close Proximity to Catalytic Sites
The ligand binding sites exhibit relatively higher flexibil-
ity (<M1-2>lig z 0.11 and <MB>lig z 0.17; see Table 2)
and larger variations compared to the catalytic sites,
although they are also somewhat constrained in the
global motions. We note that some of the ligand bind-
ing residues also act as catalytic residues. Exclusion of
these residues (46 out of 159) leads to an increase in
mobility scores (<M1>lig = 0.148, <M2>lig = 0.104, and
<MB>lig = 0.19) accompanied with larger variations.
This suggests that ligand binding residues occupy
proximal positions with respect to the catalytic resi-
dues but enjoy higher fluctuation. The latter may indeed
be required for efficient recognition of substrate and
optimization of intermolecular interactions. The close
proximity of inhibitors to catalytic sites and their mod-
erate mobility suggest that they block the catalytic
function by interacting with the fluctuating residues, for
instance, in the entrance of a catalytic pocket. Our find-
ings support the observation that regions of high and
Structure
898Table 2. Mobility Scores for Catalytic and Ligand Binding Residues
Active Sites Ligand Binding Sites
Enzymes <M1>cat <M2>cat <MB>cat <M1>lig <M2>lig <MB>lig
All (Set 1)
Average over proteins 6.72 5.94 12.55 12.15 9.72 16.72
Standard deviation 8.60 9.91 7.44 13.37 10.31 7.24
All (Set 2)
Average over proteins 9.06 6.75 13.77
Standard deviation 9.40 8.46 9.09
Monomers (Set 1)
Average over proteins 4.55 3.47 11.49 11.06 8.89 15.25
Standard deviation 5.22 4.67 7.55 12.82 10.42 6.94
Multimers (Set 1)
10GS (dimer) 21.30 41.08 24.45 27.31 23.05 25.62
1A30 (dimer) 10.13 5.13 11.56 5.24 6.94 24.38
1CP3 (dimer) 35.90 2.73 21.51 39.33 3.71 22.21
1CR6 (dimer) 12.98 18.11 20.90 12.92 17.60 18.00
1ARZ (tetramer) 0.10 0.13 12.13 2.81 5.46 27.15
The mobility score 0 < Mik < 1 for a given residue, i, is the ratio of its square fluctuation to that of the residue exhibiting the highest fluctuation
in the kth mode. <Mk>cat and <Mk>lig are averages taken over catalytic residues (columns 4–6) or ligand binding residues (columns 7–9) for
modes k = 1 and 2. <MB>cat is the equivalent ratio based on temperature factors. The results for the reduced set (19 out of 24) of monomeric
enzymes are shown separately. The last five rows display the results for selected multimeric enzymes.low structural stabilities participate in binding sites m
s(Freire, 1999).
o
fDimerization Induces New Cooperative Modes
that Engage the Catalytic Site t
tAmong the 98 enzymes presently examined, 4 (10GS,
1A30, 1CP3, and 1CR6) are dimers, and 1 (1ARZ) is a f
ctetramer. It is of interest to assess how multimerization
affects the mobilities of active sites. A pure monomer m
0set was generated by removing the multimers from the
Set 1. It is shown in Table 2 that the <M1>cat and t
g<M2>cat values, as well as their standard deviations, de-
crease in this case, which is consistent with the higher A
mmobilities of chemically active residues in the multimers
(Table 2). Multimerization usually provides a means of s
aachieving structural and dynamic properties that would
otherwise be inaccessible to the monomers. It is of i
minterest to see if the new structures and structure-
induced modes of motion (especially low-frequency r
pglobal motions) impart stability and/or mechanical
properties that affect catalytic residues. It can be antici- f
lpated that a high mobility/disorder at the catalytic site
might be detrimental from the point of view of the pre- t
mcise regulation and communication ability of the ac-
tive site. t
Figure 4 displays the color-coded ribbon diagrams
obtained for the first (left column) and second (right col- C
Mumn) slowest modes of these multimers. Catalytic resi-
dues are shown in red ball-and-stick representation, T
rand inhibitor binding residues are shown in color-coded
(according to mobilities) ball-and-stick representation. p
cThe dimers 10GS, 1A30, and 1CP3 exhibit symmetric
motions with respect to extended hinge regions that n
tspan the entire structures. The hinge region lies at the
interface between the monomers in mode 1 in all three n
acases, whereas it runs through the cores of the mono-
mers in mode 2, as indicated by the dashed lines. Inter- t
oestingly, the motions of the monomers in the second
mode of the dimers almost exactly reproduce those in a
mtheir first mode, which were computed for the mono-ers taken alone (data not shown). These data are con-
istent with the decrease in the wavelength of the sec-
nd slowest vibrational mode by 1/2 compared to the
irst, whereas one expects the higher frequency modes
o be even more localized. Hence, mode 1 is the mode
hat appears to be exclusively induced in the dimeric
orm. In 10GS, this mode ensures the localization of the
atalytic sites in a mechanically important region. The
obility score of the catalytic residues in this mode is
.21, which is decreased by a factor of two compared
o the mobility in mode 2 (0.41), and this coupling to a
lobal hinge region may be anticipated to be functional.
similar effect can be conjectured in 1CR6, where di-
erization secures the colocalization of the catalytic
ite with a global hinge region. Alternatively, in 1A30
nd 1CP3 mode 2 already confines the catalytic site
n a mechanically key region, as evident from the low
obility scores. Dimerization seems to be a structural,
ather than dynamic requirement in these cases. This
rocess permits the catalytic site to be sequestered
rom solvent in HIV-1 protease (1A30). Finally, the cata-
ytic residues are positioned at the interface between
he core domain and the two different peripheral do-
ains in the two slowest modes of 1ARZ, suggesting
he activation of different domains in different modes.
atalytic Residues Occupy or Neighbor Key
echanical Sites
he correspondence between the loci of the catalytic
esidues and key mechanical sites, revealed upon com-
arison of the position of the residues that control the
hemical activity (from experiments) and global dy-
amics (from computations), is a feature of fundamen-
al functional importance that deserves further exami-
ation. The ligand binding residues are found to exhibit
broad range of mobilities. The catalytic residues, on
he other hand, are severely constrained. The averages
ver the 93 monomeric enzymes are <M1>cat = 0.085
nd <M2>cat = 0.066 in the first and second slowest
odes, respectively, as opposed to <M > = 0.236 and1 all
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cluded in Our Data Set
The left and right ribbon diagrams refer to modes 1 and 2, respec-
tively. Catalytic residues are shown by red ball representation. The
dashed line indicates the loci of global hinge regions. The mobility
scores corresponding to catalytic residues are indicated in each
case.<M2>all = 0.154 for all residues. From another perspec-
tive, 228, out of 325, catalytic residues included in our
data set serve as key mechanical sites of type I, II, and
III (with respective proportions of 107:82:39) when con-
sidering the weighted average of the two slowest
modes. Therefore, more than 70% of the examined
catalytic residues communicate with key mechanical
sites, if not directly engaging in a mechanical role, and
their ms fluctuations are, on the average, 2–3 times
smaller than those of “average” residues. This reveals a
simple but important feature in the design of enzymes:
catalytic activity takes place at cooperatively con-
strained regions distinguished by suppressed fluctua-
tions in the collective dynamics. And, a corollary is toselect inhibitor target sites from amongst the residues
lying at the minima of the global mode shapes.
One could hypothesize based on this observation
that catalytic residues are immobilized in order to pro-
tect the delicate arrangement of functional groups. It is
important to note, however, that in many cases the low
mobility is not a consequence of their being rigidly em-
bedded in a given (functional) domain, but of lying near
the crossover regions between substructures subject
to oppositely correlated motions, as illustrated in the
Experimental Procedures for an example enzyme. The
catalytic residues are therefore localized in/near key
mechanical sites that control the global motions. These
sites have limited, if any, translational mobility while
enjoying rotational flexibility. The communication of
chemically active sites with mechanically active sites
supports the idea of a functional coupling between ca-
talysis and global conformational dynamics.
From another perspective, our analysis shows that
86% (80/93) of the enzymes have at least one key me-
chanical residue of type II and III and that 94% (87/93)
have at least one key mechanical residue of type I, II,
and III in their active site. Examination of the catalytic
residues that do not exhibit restricted fluctuations in
the global modes (<30% of all catalytic residues) shows
that their mobilities could be associated with functional
requirements in the particular enzymes. For example,
Tyr75 in 1BXO is located at the tip of a “flap”—a β hair-
pin loop that forms the catalytic pocket against which
inhibitors pack. The large fluctuations of Tyr75 are
needed to accommodate the docking of big inhibitors
such as PPi3 or PPi4. Another example in His64 is
1A42, which acts as a proton shuttle between zinc
bound solvent and bulk solvent, and which switches
between “in” and “out” conformations depending on
the pH. The rotational motions of His64 ensure the oc-
currence of catalytic reaction at suitable pH.
Enzymes Are Predisposed to Couple Their Chemical
and Mechanical Activities
Several studies have demonstrated that the global
mode shapes are insensitive to structural details but
are uniquely defined by the overall three-dimensional
structure (see, for example, Kitao and Go, 1999). The
global mode profiles may indeed be viewed as the sig-
natures of particular architectures. Consistent with this
observation, the inclusion or exclusion of a few con-
tacts are usually inconsequential, because the ob-
served dynamics are a collective property of w103 in-
terresidue contacts (for a protein of n = 300 residues
and an average coordination number of 7 per residue).
The restricted motions at the catalytic sites are not due
to the presence of substrates at those sites but are in-
trinsic mechanical properties of the enzymes them-
selves irrespective of bound molecules. We also note
that active sites are frequently in clefts, which may be
functional in excluding water molecules and/or maxi-
mizing the contact surface at the ligand binding site.
Figure 5 shows the global modes obtained for li-
ganded and unliganded forms of a protein (β-lactamase
in Figure 5A) and for two different ligand bound forms
of another protein (plasminogen, Figure 5B). The close
similarity of the two curves in each panel illustrates the
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Figure 5. Comparison of the Dynamics of Liganded and Unliganded p
Forms of Two Enzymes 8
(A and B) Results are presented for (A) β-lactamase in liganded m
(1BLC, black) and unliganded (1BK9, green) forms and (B) plasmin-
ogen activator bound to different ligands. The black curve refers to
Dthe complex with inhibitor Glu-Gly-Arg chloromethyl ketone (1A5I),
Aand the red curve refers to the complex with the inhibitor 2-(2-
ghydroxy-5-methoxy-phenyl)-1H-benzoimidazole-5-carboxamidine
f(1GI9). The critical mechanical sites (minima) are preserved in both
vforms, illustrating that the global dynamics retain the same qualita-
(tive features in the liganded and unliganded forms, while the ampli-
ctudes of motions may be affected.
t
(
lrobustness of the global modes. We note, however, that
t
inhibitor binding may alter the mobility of a few key n
sites, while leaving the overall profile almost un- p
changed, and the maintenance of the fluctuation profile c
may indeed be critical for inducing or propagating func-
ptional motions. The similarity in the global dynamics of
gliganded and unliganded forms suggests that particular
regions of proteins are already predisposed to serve as
Gcatalytic centers prior to substrate or inhibitor binding,
aand substrate binding essentially stabilizes the confor-
Tmations, or induces the motions, that are intrinsically
l
favored or accessible by the enzyme under native o
state conditions. c
p
NParticipation in Key Mechanical Sites: A Criterion
tfor Identifying Functional Sites
tThe present analysis suggests that the low mobilities in
t
the global modes can be adopted as a new criterion for n
discriminating catalytic sites. The utility of this criterion c
imay be assessed by a simple probabilistic analysis. Lets first sort all mechanically key residues of types I and
I whose mobility score found from the weighted
verage of modes 1 and 2 is Mi,1–2 < 0.05. Let us con-
ider the odds ratio p/p0 of detecting a catalytic site
mong these key mechanical residues (p), compared to
random search over all residues (p0). p0 is simply the
raction of active residues in the examined enzyme. The
atio p/p0 was computed for all enzymes in Set 1. The
esults are listed in the last column of Table 1. p/p0 is
ound to be 3.4 on average, with a standard deviation of
.8, which means the odds of having a catalytic residue
mong the key mechanical sites is 3–4 times higher
han the fraction of catalytic residues in the sequence.
ur recent study supports the utility of considering
lobal mode profiles in addition to physicochemical
eatures for predicting catalytic sites (Chen and Bahar,
004), an issue that will be further pursued in a future
tudy.
xperimental Procedures
ample Proteins
ur data set consists of two sets of enzymes. First, all ligand-pro-
ein complexes available in the PDB were downloaded. Structures
aving higher than 90% sequence identity were removed; the re-
aining >100 structures were reduced to 24 (Set 1, Table 1) after
equiring (i) the availability of explicit experimental data on inhibitor
inding and catalytic residues, (ii) the size of the inhibitor to be
mall-to-moderate (up to 35 heavy atoms), and (iii) all atomic coor-
inates to be deposited, except those at the truncated domains
hat do not interfere with the catalytic site. Set 2 consists of 74
onhomologous, monomeric proteins extracted from CATRES
Bartlett and Thornton, 2002). Three of these have a substrate com-
osed of less than ten residues (PDB identifiers: 2PHK, 8PCH, and
TLN). The complete data set of enzymes is given in the Supple-
ental Data available with this article online, Table S1.
efinition of Catalytic Residues
ccording to the definition introduced by Bartlett et al., 2002, a
iven residue is catalytic if (i) it is directly involved in a catalytic
unction, (ii) it affects the residues or water molecules directly in-
olved in catalysis, (iii) it can stabilize a transient intermediate, or
iv) it interacts with a substrate or cofactor that facilitates the local
hemical reaction. These criteria were adopted for defining the ca-
alytic residues in Set 2. Those in Set 1 were identified from either
i) experimental data that explicitly indicate the involvement in cata-
ytic function or (ii) from the label “SITE” in the PDB entry. We note
hat not all PDB files of enzymes include these labels, hence the
eed to examine the literature. This definition was confirmed to
oint to the same “active” amino acids when applied to Set 1, ex-
ept for the inclusion of 1–2 additional residues in a few cases.
The inhibitor binding sites listed in Table 1 are those reported in
revious experimental studies which act to bind the inhibitor (li-
and). They may, or may not, overlap with an active site.
aussian Network Model. General Formulation
nd Mode Decomposition
he GNM is based on two assumptions (Bahar et al., 1997; Hali-
oglu et al., 1997): (i) The structure is viewed as an EN, the nodes
f which are the individual residues usually represented by their α
arbons, (ii) a uniform spring constant, g, is adopted for all residue
airs located within a cutoff distance, rc, inspired by the atomic
MA of Tirion (1996). g is of the order of 1 kcal/(mol Å2), and rc is
ypically 7.0 ± 0.5 Å (Bahar et al., 1997; Kundu et al., 2002). The
opology of the network is defined by the NxN Kirchhoff matrix ,
he off-diagonal elements of which are −1 if nodes i and j are con-
ected and zero otherwise, and the columns sum up to zero. The
rosscorrelations between the fluctuations Ri and Ri of residues
and j are found from (Bahar et al., 1997):
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901Figure 6. Distribution of Displacements
(A) Distribution of displacements along the
slowest modes, modes 1 (solid) and 2 (dot-
ted), as a function of residue index, com-
puted for endo-1,4-β-xylanase. Catalytic and
inhibitor binding residues are indicated by
open circles and closed squares, respec-
tively. The crossover regions between nega-
tive and positive motions are the predicted
global hinge sites, G41–W42, Y53–N54, T67–
G70, V81–S84, R89–P90, T110–T111, F125–
T126, Q133–P137, S140–N41, T147–N148,
Y166–M169 (by combining both modes), four
of which that are indicated by arrows are
common to modes 1 and 2.
(B) Ribbon diagrams colored blue-green-yel-
low-orange-red in the order of increasing
mobility of residues along modes 1 and 2.
The (normalized) mobilities, [uk]i2, are di-
rectly found from the values in (A) , squared.
(C) The regions subject to opposite direction
movements in modes 1 and 2, deduced from
(A). Regions colored red and blue corre-
spond to “+” and “−” displacements, respec-
tively, along the first (left) or second (right)
mode axes.<Ri • Rj> = (3kBT /g)[Γ−1]ij, (1)
using the statistical mechanical theory of polymer networks (Flory,
1976). Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute tem-
perature, and [ −1]ij is the ijth element of the inverse of .
The equilibrium dynamics of the folded protein are described by
a set of N-1 normal modes (Haliloglu et al., 1997). The kth eigenvec-
tor (uk) of  gives the profile of residue displacements along the
mode k, and the kth eigenvalue, lk, scales with its frequency. The
contribution of mode k to the ms fluctuations <(Ri)2> = (3kBT/g)
[ −1]ii of residue i is
[(Ri)2]k = (3kBT /g)lk[uk]i2, (2)
where [uk]i is the ith diagonal element of uk. We note that the eigen-
vectors are normalized; the quantity [uk]i2 as a function of i thus
represents the probability distribution of residue mobilities in the
kth mode. The degree of collectivity of mode k (Tama and Sane-
jouand, 2001) is computed from
k = (1 /N)exp{ −∑k[uk]iln[uk]i} (3)
The slowest modes are usually the most collective ones, exceptfor a few cases in which they refer to a large motion of an exposed
loop or a chain terminus. We examine the position of catalytic and
inhibitor binding residues relative to the global hinge regions asso-
ciated with the slowest modes. The global hinges are identified
from the crossover between the positive and negative elements of
the eigenvectors u1 and u2.
Illustration of GNM Analysis and Comparison with Experiments
Figure 6 illustrates the computations for an example protein, endo-
1,4-β-xylanase (1BVV) (Oakley et al., 1997) from Set 1. The eigen-
vectors u1 and u2 are plotted in Figure 6A. The global hinge centers
are located at the crossover between the positive and negative
displacements. Four groups of global hinge residues are shared
by the two modes: T67–G70, V81–S84, R89–P90, and Y166–M169,
indicated by the arrows. Figure 6B shows the ribbon diagrams col-
ored from red (most mobile) to blue (most rigid) according to the
square fluctuations of residues in the slowest two modes, and Fig-
ure 6C displays the structural regions exhibiting opposite direction
fluctuations in these modes, colored red (positive) and blue (nega-
tive) in the two modes. The hinge residues lie at the interface be-
tween these anticorrelated regions. The catalytic and/or inhibitor
binding residues reported in the literature are labeled in Figure 6A.
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902Note that mode 1 essentially sets in motion an extended loop at B
Athe entrance of the catalytic pocket permitting the opening/closing
of the catalytic site, while mode 2 engages a larger portion of the 3
structure. The respective collectivities of modes 1 and 2 calculated B
from equation 3 are 1 = 0.246 and 2= 0.576. e
Of interest is the comparison of experimentally known residues
B
with the hinge sites predicted by the GNM. Three catalytic residues
W
have been reported for 1BVV (Oakley et al., 1997), one of which
D
(Y69) coincide with a global hinge residue, and the other two (E78
Cand E172) of which are positioned close to the hinge centers V81–
bS84 and Y166–M169, supporting the view of a coupling/communi-
scation between catalytic and mechanically important sites.
The inhibitor binding residues, on the other hand, show a more C
varied behavior: one (Y166) coincides with a global hinge residue, s
two (Y80 and R112) are first sequential neighbors to hinge residues C
V81 and T111 (mode 2 only), and a third (P116) is rather exposed, s
distinguished by a high flexibility. The latter may indeed be instru- P
mental for efficient recognition of substrates. These results suggest
C
that ligand binding may involve a network of residues that include
b
both highly flexible “recognition” sites as well as constrained resi-
d
dues establishing the communication with the mechanically and
P
chemically active sites.
D
r
SSupplemental Data
D
iSupplemental Data including the names, EC numbers, and PDB
lcodes of the 98 proteins examined in this study are available at
bhttp://www.structure.org/cgi/content/full/13/6/893/DC1/.
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